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ABSTRACT

The purpose of our study is to analyze the dynamics of the performance of the Ukrainian sambo national team at international competitions in the period from 2014 to 2018.

In our work we used such research methods - analysis of scientific and methodological literature, internet sources and practical experience.

It has been determined that for the last five years, Russia's national team is the undisputed leader in the European Championships in sport sambo, and Ukraine's national team is kept in three of the leaders.

It is proved that the performances of the team in the European Championships are better than in the World Championships. This is connected, in our opinion, with the updating of the team. It is determined that the number of amateurs and professional athletes increases annually. For the qualitative development of the international sports sambo it is necessary to pay attention to the youth.

The main task on a global scale today is the inclusion of Sambo in the program of the Olympic Games.

Keywords: sports sambo, dynamics, sporting result, national team

АНТАКА

В статті представлено результати виступів збірної команди України зі спортивного самбо на змаганнях різного рівня. Визначено, що період з 2014 по 2018 роки спортивне самбо, як вид спорту, набирає популярності. Кількість медалей збірної команди України на міжнародних змаганнях не зменшується, незважаючи збільшення спортивної конкуренції та оновлення кількісного складу збірної команди. Головним завданням в світовому масштабі є включення Самбо в програму Олімпійських ігор.

Ключові слова: спортивне самбо, динаміка, спортивний результат, національна збірна.

Formulation of the problem.

Sport Sambo is currently developing very rapidly, both in Ukraine and abroad. Sambo has gained great recognition not only among men, women, but also among children, as evidenced by the ever-increasing number of athletes participating in competitions of various levels. This is due to the spectacle of the sport.

Currently, the main task of the International Sambo Federation on a global scale is the inclusion of sambo in the program of the Olympic Games. The staff of FIAS carry out difficult and troublesome work on the recognition of the sambo Olympic sport [3; 4].

The Ukrainian national team successfully participates in competitions of various levels in the international arena, therefore the rapid development of sports sambo forces constantly analyze the dynamics of performances of athletes and improve the methods of their preparation [2].

In this regard, the purpose of our study was to carry out an analysis of the dynamics of the performance of the team of Ukraine on sports self-sambo in the international arena in the period from 2014 to 2018.

In our work, we used the following methods of research - analysis and synthesis of data of scientific and methodological literature, internet-sources and experience of best practice.

Research results.

The founder of sports sambo is Vasyl Sergeevich Oshechkov, who graduated from the judo school at the Tokyo Institute of Kodokan. His knowledge gained numerous transformations and refinements. So arose a new kind of uniforms - sports sambo [1; 3].

Sambo has been cultivated in Ukraine since 1934. Roman Shkolnikov (student Oschepkova) at the Kharkov Institute of Physical Training began to teach sports sambo at the Department of Defense and Attack [4].
Recently, wishing to take part in competitions in sports sambo becomes more. During the study, the participation of athletes of the national team of Ukraine at the World and European Championships in sport sambo during the last five years (2014-2018) was analyzed.

**Conclusions.** In the period from 2014 to 2018, according to a study, sports sambo, as a sport, is gaining even more momentum. The number of medals of the national team of Ukraine does not decrease, despite the growth of competition of other countries of the world (Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia, France, Byelorussia, etc.) and updating of the quantitative composition of the team. For the qualitative development of the international sports sambo, one should pay attention to the youth.

Currently, sports sambo has a solid foundation for active development. The number of amateurs and professional athletes is increasing every year. The main task on a global scale is to include sambo in the program of the Olympic Games.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study is to confirm the appropriateness of the use of the factors of development of the sport to aquathlon in the world and on the territory of Ukraine by analyzing the data of the conducted expert survey.

Methods of research: analysis and synthesis of scientific-methodical literature and Internet sources; expert survey; deduction; comparison, comparison and analogy; mathematical statistics.

In the article the factors of development of aquathlon are considered. The feasibility of their application for popularization of aquathlon in the world and in Ukraine has been scientifically proved. The degree of influence of the groups of problem factors of the development of the sport on the aquathlon is determined.

According to expert opinions, the degree of influence of groups of the problem factors of the development of the sport on the aquathlon is as follows: economic, organizational, status, socio-political, scientific, moral and ethical, and others.

The factors of development of aquathlon in Ukraine and in the world are as follows: entertainment, high achievements of athletes, financing, coverage in the media, accessibility, applied nature of the sport, duration of sports career and others. The feasibility of their application is confirmed by the results of an expert survey of 13 experts on aquathlon.

Keywords: neolympic sport, aquathlon, popularization, developmental factors.

Formulation of the problem. Analysis of recent research and publications. Despite the large number of sports available and the level of their popularization, a clear concept of sports development is difficult to distinguish. Because for each particular sport different factors of its development and their priority application will differ. The analysis of literary sources shows that most modern specialists [1-8] who studied the issues of development and popularization of various sports determine the development of the sport by a complex multilevel model, which is associated with its phased growth, in particular, at the club, regional, national and international levels. The study analyzed information on the peculiarities of the development and distribution of non-Olympic sport in general and its individual types and disciplines [1, 3-6, 8], as well as hypotheses concerning the promotion of acvallon in Ukraine [7]. However, in the available literature, no information was found that confirmed the appropriateness of the use of submarine fighting these factors and their level of correlation. That is why this topic of research can be considered relevant, which contains elements of novelty and requires research and development.

Relationship of work with scientific plans, themes. The work was carried out within the framework of the scientific complex interuniversity project "Theoretical and methodological foundations of the development of the non-Olympic sport" of the thematic plan of research work in the field of physical culture and sports for 2016-2020 of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (state registration number 0111U001715). The purpose of the study is to confirm the appropriateness of the use of the factors of development of the sport to aquathlon in the world and on the territory of Ukraine by analyzing the data of the conducted expert survey.

Objectives of the study:
1. To analyze the scientific and methodological literature and electronic sources of information on the subject of research.
2. Determine the degree of influence of groups of problem factors of development of sports on aquathlon.
3. To confirm the appropriateness of the use of the factors of development of aquathlon and their degree of significance for its popularization.

Methods of research: analysis of synthesis and synthesis of scientific-methodical literature and Internet sources; expert survey; deduction; comparison, comparison and analogy; mathematical statistics.

Results of the research and their discussion. Analysis of scientific and methodological literature and Internet sources allowed to distinguish groups of problem factors of development and popularization of the sport [8] in order to determine their level of influence on the further effective functioning of aquathlon and to determine the general factors of the development of the sport [4] in order to confirm the feasibility of their application to aquathlon in the world and on the territory of Ukraine by analyzing the data of the conducted expert survey. The survey was conducted at the expense of questionnaires of 13 experts, of which 9 from Ukraine, 2 from the Russian Federation and one from Lithuania and Estonia. Thus, the analysis of the data shows that experts confirm the feasibility of using the above-mentioned factors of development of aquathlon and determine the optimal priority of their application efficiency, however, taking into account the characteristics of the country that cultivates it.

Conclusions:
1. As a result of research, groups of problem factors of the development of the sport and the general factors of its popularization were determined in order to predict the expediency and effectiveness of their subsequent application to the aquathlon.
2. The degree of influence of the groups of problem factors of development of sports on aquathlon according to expert opinions is as follows: economic, organizational, status, socio-political, scientific, moral and ethical, and others.
3. The factors of the development of aquathlon in Ukraine and in the world are as follows: entertainment, high achievements of athletes, financing, coverage in the media, accessibility, applied nature of the sport, duration of sports career and others. The feasibility of their application is confirmed by the data of an expert survey, in which 13 experts from aquathlon participated.
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ABSTRACT

In this article important parts of the actual question about the psychological intuitive dominant of coastal athletes-spinningists as a component of a successful competitive activity are considered. The principles of psychological self-correction of the moral and physical condition of a sportsman-spinninger are considered.

Keywords: psychology, intuition, dominant, self-correction, sporting spinning, result.

The performance problem. The sporty riverbank fishing is a well-thought-out spinning anglers athlete conversion after the water tank and the search for the predatory fish; Bank fishing, as a rule, is very dynamic and emotional, calculated on the ability to grasp and intuitive approach to the actions and the process of fishing, the more spin fishing athletes, according to his inner intuitive opinion, will fish the perspective fishing points, the more profitable yield which receives at test time.

The analysis of recent research and publications. Psychologists' research on intuition as a dominant of the path of success in sport has generally shown [3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10] that the intuition of the knowledge and the skills, the love of the most sportive direction, the Persistence, persistence, approach to the subjective psychology of the spider athlete, decisiveness, rigor, self-criticism, fundamentalism, conviction in itself and the team partners, then the process of sport fishing will have the emotional activity. Due to the psychological and initiative dominance of the riverbank athletes, there is an ever-increasing interest in the nature of the inner human condition, under the conditions of extra-sports decision-taking for a short period of time (a repeated throw to attract the Angel, the bait suspension in the water on a certain break etc.).

The aim of the article is to shed light on the preparation of the psychological and initiative dominant of the riverbank athletes as a component of successful competitive activity.

The main material explanation. The bankruptcy athletes of such Ukrainian teams as "Fanatics", "Crazy Fish" "Flagman" "Ibis" show positive results on their apparent positive psychological mood, which points to the oppression of negativity and rest and steadiness for the execution of complex methodological tasks de competitions, which helps to maintain a positive psychological state in the dynamic tone. The psychology researcher A. O. Prokhorov rightly states that "different psychological states can have significant physiological changes. For example, outrage and enthusiasm have identical physiological characteristics, but they are different states" [5].

The conclusions. We come to the following conclusion that the achievement of the high sporting result in the riverbank fishing is impossible without careful intellectual and psychological preparation. The development in the riverbank athletes of the skill utilization of their psychological states and the search for the inner intuitive dominant plays in this process the most important role, which represents the complex psychological-intuitive component especially for the successful competition activity.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study is to study the characteristic errors of athletes involved in crossfit, when performing weight-lifting exercises.

Research methods: theoretical analysis and synthesis of literature and Internet resources, pedagogical observation, video filming, methods of mathematical statistics.

Organization of the study. Studies were conducted in the sports complex "BlaS" and "CrossFit Factory". The study involved 24 men involved in crossfit, age 23-48 years old, workout experience from 6 months to 2 years. The amount of training classes was 3-4 classes per week.

The following methods were analyzed: methods of conducting group and individual classes, planning training sessions, the technique of performing weight-lifting exercises, jerk and push (lifting onto the chest, pushing out from the chest) of the barbell.

In the structure of the jerk and in the ascent to the chest, the phases were distinguished: start, thrust, undermining, squatting, rising, fixing. In the push from the chest, the phases of movement have the following names: half-squat, pushing, leaving, rising, fixing.

We determined that 91.6% of crossfit practitioners performed the barbell tug exercise with critical deviations from the rational rod movement trajectory. 75% of those tested lack a phase of detonation, or after it has been completed, the body is not fully straightened. 83.3% of sportsmen made a mistake when performing a half-ride. An analysis of the execution of the push showed that 91.6% of crossfitters made mistakes in the starting position.

The technique of performing weight-lifting exercises, jerk and push of a bar in athletes crossfitters was investigated.

Identified characteristic technical errors that can lead to injuries of the musculoskeletal system. General practical recommendations are given for the study and use of weightlifting exercises in group and individual crossfit training.

Keywords: crossfit, bar, jerk, push, injury, technical error.

АННОТАЦИЯ

В статье представлено исследование техники выполнения тяжелоатлетических упражнений, рывка и толчка штанги у спортсменов, занимающихся кроссфитом. Выявлены характерные технические ошибки, которые могут привести к травмам опорно-двигательного аппарата. Даны общие практические рекомендации для изучения и использования тяжелоатлетических упражнений в групповых и индивидуальных занятиях кроссфитом.

Ключевые слова: кроссфит, штанга, рывок, толчок, травма, техническая ошибка.

Formulation of the problem. Currently, the issue of popularizing a healthy lifestyle and finding new tools and training methods that would improve functional status, increase the level of physical fitness, and as a result improve health, is relevant [2, 3, 12].

One of the new technologies in physical culture is Krosfit, as a method of circuit training [6].

The term "Crossfit" comes from the English words "Cross", which means "cross, cross" and "Fitness", which means "fitness, endurance."

This type of physical activity came to us from the United States as a type of fitness, and is a system of general physical training based on alternating basic exercises from various sports (weight lifting, weightlifting, gymnastics, athletics, rowing, etc.) . Its founder is a personal trainer and a former gymnast Greg Glassman.

The method of training in crossfit harmoniously affects all physical qualities. Occupations include quickly replacing each other blocks of exercises of various directions [9].
However, high-intensity workouts where difficult coordination exercises and exercises with weights are performed, in conditions of both group and individual classes, against the background of insufficient physical and technical preparedness of the students, can lead to disruption and injuries. Therefore, we consider it relevant to study and improve the methodology for conducting classes in mastering the technique of performing exercises when practicing Crossfit.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.** The development of physical qualities by means of crossfit attracted the attention of a significant number of scientists both in our country and abroad [1, 4, 9, 10]. Studies by a number of authors have shown that the peculiarity of crossfit is that people of different ages and sexes can do it, since this type of motor activity easily scales to the capabilities of each [3, 5, 10]. According to experts, the use of crossfit in the classroom in physical culture in a secondary school contributes to the integrated development of physical and mental qualities [3, 10]. In the works of some scientists experimentally proved the effectiveness of the educational process of students of higher educational institutions in the classroom on physical education with the use of elements of crossfit [1, 4, 6]. Also, there are studies where possible ways of improving and optimizing the special physical training of the military forces of Ukraine are proposed using crossfit [5, 8]. However, works on the problems of technical preparedness of people involved in this type of motor activity in the available literature have not been identified.

**The purpose** of this study is to study the characteristic errors in athletes involved in crossfit, when performing weightlifting exercises.

**Research methods:** theoretical analysis and synthesis of literary sources and data from the Internet, pedagogical observation, video filming, methods of mathematical statistics.

**Organization of the study.** Studies were conducted in the sports complex “BlaS” and “CrossFit Factory”. 24 men, aged 23-48 years, engaged in crossfit, work experience from 6 months to 2 years took part. The amount of training classes was 3-4 classes per week. The following methods were analyzed: methods of conducting group and individual classes, planning training sessions, the technique of performing weightlifting exercises, jerk and push (lifting onto the chest, pushing out from the chest) of the barbell.

In the structure of the jerk and in the ascent to the chest, the phases were distinguished: start, thrust, undermining, squatting, rising, fixing. In the push from the chest, the phases of movement have the following names: half-squat, pushing, leaving, rising, fixation [7,11].

**The presentation of the main material.** In the study of the power unit of training sessions, we have identified weightlifting exercises, as the most traumatic and difficult to master the implementation technique. For the analysis of the technique of performing the jerk and push of the bar, frame-by-frame shooting of athletes was used. It was processed in the program “Iron Patch”, displaying the vertical trajectory of the projectile, which is the most informative parameter characterizing the spatial movement of the rod [7]. We determined that 91.6% of crossfit practitioners carried out a jerk of a barbell with critical deviations from the rational movement path of the projectile, which created an unstable position of athletes, forcing them to move forward and backward, thereby creating the risk of injury. It was found that in 75% of those studied there is no phase detonation, or after it is completed, the body is not fully straightened, and this led to the fact that the speed of movement of the rod was not sufficient to rise to the required height and fixation. 

When performing a half-squad, 83.3% of athletes made a mistake by shifting their heel support, thereby creating an unstable position and the likelihood of injury to the shoulder girdle and back. In group classes from 5 to 20 people with different physical fitness, pedagogical control of the technique of performing weightlifting exercises, which are performed with high intensity, is not sufficiently effective and does not allow for timely correction of kinematic characteristics.

**Findings.** Thus, the results obtained during the study showed that both group and individual crossfit training using power units of the jerk and jerk of the bar, without properly mastering the special auxiliary exercises that form the basis of the technique, can lead to characteristic injuries of the musculoskeletal system.

**Practical recommendations.** 1. Weightlifting exercises - jerk and push of the barbell are difficult to coordinate strength exercises, therefore the inclusion of these exercises in the system of training and training crossfit for beginner athletes can be recommended only by separate elements, allowing to form the basis of the technique of exercise.
The phased mastering of the elements of weightlifting exercises will allow one to master the structure of the motor action, to find individual ways to improve the technique without developing pathological and traumatic changes in the body of athletes.

Performing difficult-coordination strength exercises on the background of fatigue significantly increases the risk of injuries of the musculoskeletal system, so monitoring the performance of the cardio-respiratory system will avoid the characteristic traumatic injuries.

Individual pedagogical control of mastering the technique of performing weightlifting exercises will allow one to master the structure of the motor body of athletes.
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ABSTRACT

Objective. To systematize modern science information about effectiveness of the use macro- and micronutrients in sports food by athletes according to the principles of the Consensus of the International Olympic Committee on the use of dietary supplements in sport of higher achievements.

Methods. The method of theoretical analysis which is based on the generalization, synthesis, extrapolation and analysis of data problems in modern from scientific and methodological literature, network Internet and normative documents on this issue; the systematic approach.

Results. This scientific work tells about effectiveness of the use dietary supplements in sport of higher achievements, principles of the new independent science - nutritionology of sport and about using macro- and micronutrients by athletes in sports food.

Conclusions. In March 2018, the Consensus of the International Olympic Committee on the use of dietary supplements in sport of higher achievements was presented to the sports and medical community. The Consensus is the expert conclusion and recommendations of the leading sports nutritionists and specialists in the field of sports medicine, which are based on a detailed analysis of the latest achievements of sport science. It should become a regulatory document and a guide to the action for a sports nutritionist and a sports doctor at the same time.

Nutritionology of sport is relatively synthetic, but very actively progressing in recent years, an independent direction of clinical and experimental pharmacology and dietology, in relation to the present moment, was formed in a separate science. The strategy of the nutritional and metabolic support for the athletes is based on the principle of «gradual but steady formation of directed metabolic changes in the body that improve the physical form of a man.» According to the publications of the results of the scientific researches, there is a clear tendency towards the convergence of the means of the nutritional and metabolic support and medicinal products.

Experimental and clinical studies have shown that regular moderate physical activity increases the specific composition of human intestinal microbial by type so-called alpha-diversifications. The microbial component accounts for about 1.5 – 2 kg of body weight. The feces’ analysis revealed the presence of 22 types of microorganisms in the cysts of the athletes as compared to 11 and 9 types of microbes in the group of ordinary people with high and low body index, respectively optimizing the composition of the intestines of the microbiome with the help of pre-, pro- and synbiotics is a strategy for improving the physical form and general health of athletes.

It is proved that general provisions on use, requirements and comparative characteristics of the main types, kinetics of the release, effectiveness of the use in different species, impact on immunity a physical activity, interaction with the microbiome of the intestine, conclusion on the effectiveness of the dietary supplements for physical activity for the main macro- and micronutrients of sports food (proteins, peptides, individual amino acids and their ketanalogs, facts and fatty acids, carbohydrates, micronutrients, water-electrolyte balance and its regulation in the physical loadings).

Key words. Consensus of the International Olympic Committee, dietary supplements, Athletic Nutritionology.
Formulation of the problem. Modern sports science requires the development and use of adequate pharmacological and nutritional support to accelerate the processes of adaptation to excessive physical activity, stimulation of physical performance, especially in sport of higher achievements, prevention of fatigue and avoiding the possibility of injuries that interfere with the regimen of the training cycle. The functional state of an athlete's body depends on its qualification level and complicates the expectation of an adequate effect from the use of repetitive training load variations. In the unfavorable development of the adaptation process, signs of adaptogenic pathology may occur, in which, due to the violation of adaptive mechanisms, various degrees of disturbance of homeostatic balance and even tissue destruction may occur, which leads to deterioration of the health status and results of competitive activities. Such phenomena contribute to the early abandonment of sports by promising athletes, in connection with which there is a need for the application of innovative methods for optimizing the biological structure and functioning of the organism in order to improve the efficiency and at the same time to reduce the risk of occupational diseases. It is a nontraining means of biomedical orientation, including nietritiologicheskih [1, 2, 3].

The modern system of training in sports is characterized by high rates of training and competitive loads, which are accompanied by a high level of emotional stress. It is natural that such high loads are a powerful factor in mobilizing the functional reserves of the body, stimulating intensive adaptation processes, increasing endurance, strength, speed reactions and, consequently, sports results. At the same time, an important role in improving physical performance, preventing overwork and accelerating the recovery processes after loads is due to rational nutrition and means of nutritional and metabolic support (NMP). Therefore, for the modern sport of higher achievements characterized by the strengthening of the role of dietary factors in the system of means and methods that provide a high level of performance of the athlete during his career [2, 7, 8].

Changes in the structure of the training process require special attention to catering issues at various stages of the annual training cycle, and during the competition period. The introduction of two and three-time training significantly changed the diet of athletes of high qualification, and the improvement of training methods led to a significant increase in energy consumption of the body. Detection of metabolic features in the process of assimilation of nutrients at the cellular level made it possible to determine the needs of the organism in individual components of the diet, to establish their optimal ratio, necessary for increasing physical performance, accelerating the processes of adaptation to stress and the influence of negative factors of the environment, activation of the processes of recovery of the organism. There was a need for adequate reimbursement of energy expended due to increased energy value of food, which, in turn, caused the need to create specialized nutrition for athletes, the development of special products of high nutritional value and biologically active food additives as important entropyological factors of the ergogenic orientation. Thus, in the modern sports medical science and practice, the merger of pharmacology and nutritiology [1,2,3].

Analysis of recent research and publications. As a result of intensive numerical research and the introduction of them into the training of athletes, a new, relatively independent branch on the brink of two areas of knowledge - medicine and sports - sports nyatriology - a science that studies sports nutrition and its features. In 2016, as a result of the research, the concept of controlling NMPs of athletes was clearly formulated [2,7,8].

The results of recent studies allow classification of NMP in sport in the following directions: substrates for correction of protein-energy deficit; hydration and rehydration formulas; means that contribute to the increase of the BMD, strength, muscle strength, hypertrophy of muscle fibers; means of increasing endurance; neuroprotectors and neurostimulators; means of prevention of micro-damage and removal of the period of muscle pain; means of prevention of immunity reduction; means for improving the functional state of joints and ligaments; means of controlling the weight and lipid profile of the blood; means for the prevention and reduction of manifestations of bronchodone and bronchial asthma physical activity. Numerous studies suggest that the existing malnutrition slows down the recovery process, poses a threat to the development of various complications, high costs of treatment and a higher mortality rate. All these problems are of undoubted scientific and practical interest [1,2,3,4].
The work is carried out in accordance with the thematic plan of scientific researches of the Dnipropetrovsk State Institute of Physical Culture and Sports for 2016-2020 on the theme of research “Theoretical and Methodological Basis for Improving the Training Process and Competitive Activities at Different Stages of Athletes’ Training”, the number of state registration 0116U003007.

Goal. To systematize current scientific information from the standpoint of the IOC Consensus on the use of dietary supplements in sport of higher achievements and the provisions of sport nutrition on the main principles of the use of non-forbidden WADA macro- and micronutrients.

Objectives of the study. 1. To give a description of the principles and means of nutritional and metabolic support of athletes in sport of higher achievements. 2. To characterize: an intestinal microbe of an athlete; pre-, pro- and synbiotics. 3. To systematize recommendations on the effective use of macro- and micronutrients in sports nutrition.

Research methods. The method of theoretical analysis, which is based on generalization, synthesis, extrapolation and analysis of the results available on the issues of the problem in modern scientific and scientific-methodical literature, the Internet and normative documents; studying the experience of pharmacology of sport and sport natratriologii, systemic approach.

Results of the research and their discussion. Nowadays, it is well known that the individual application of macro, micro and pharmacological intuitions can provide optimization of human capabilities, increase muscle contraction, general and special endurance, both in professional highly skilled athletes and in ordinary people who have an active lifestyle. The strategy of nutritional and metabolic support is an alternative to “cruel” and sometimes prohibited pharmacology, and proceeds from the principle of “gradual but regular formation of metabolic changes in the body that improve the physical form of man.” The basis of the NMP contains detailed knowledge of macro-, micro- and pharmacological intuitions, the purpose of which is to increase the functionality of the organism by changing the metabolism of organs and systems in accordance with the tasks of the training process and strictly within its framework [1, 2, 3].

Conclusions. 1. In March 2018, the IOC consensus on the use of dietary supplements in sport of higher achievements was presented to the sports and medical community. The consensus is the expert conclusion and recommendations of leading sports specialists and specialists in the field of sports medicine, based on a detailed analysis of the latest achievements in sport science. It should become a regulatory document and at the same time a guide to action for a sports nutritionist and sports doctor.

2. Nutritionology of sport is a relatively new synthetic, but very actively progressing in recent years, an independent direction of clinical and experimental pharmacology and dietology, with respect to the present moment, formed into a separate science. The strategy of nutritional and metabolic support for athletes is based on the principle of “gradual but steady formation of directed metabolic changes in the body that improve the physical form of man.” According to the publication of the results of scientific research, there is a clear tendency towards the convergence of the means of nutritional and metabolic support and medicinal products.

3. Experimental and clinical studies have shown that regular moderate physical activity increases the specific composition of human intestinal microbial by type of so-called alpha-diversification. The microbial component accounts for about 1.5-2 kg of human body mass. The feces analysis revealed the presence in the intestines of athletes of 22 types of microorganisms compared with 11 and 9 types of microbes in a group of ordinary people with high and low body mass index, respectively. Proved the existence of the axis "microbial intestines - the brain" and the axis "microbial intestines - muscles" athletes. Optimization of the intestinal microbial with the help of pre-, pro- and synbiotics is a strategy to improve the physical form and general health of athletes.

4. Proved: general provisions on the use, requirements and comparative characteristics of the main types; release kinetics; efficiency of use in different types; influence on immunity under physical activity; interaction with the microbiome of the intestine; Conclusion on the effectiveness of dietary supplements for physical activity for the main macro- and micronutrients of sports nutrition (proteins, peptides, individual amino acids and their ket analogs, fats and fatty acids, carbohydrates, micronutrients, water-electrolyte balance and its regulation in physical activity).
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ABSTRACT

Objective. To systematize the modern knowledge about the atherosclerosis of arterial blood vessels as one of cause to development the cardiovascular diseases with citizens who practice sports.

Methods. The method of theoretical analysis which basing on the genezalization, synthesis, extrapolation and analysis of data base which accessible for questions of problems in modern from scientific and methodological literature, network internet and normative documents on this issue; the systematic approach.

Results. In article to systematize the modern knowledges about the atherosclerosis of arterial blood vessels as one of cause to development the cardiovascular diseases with citizens who practise sports. To describe the factors to risk of development; the laboratory and instrumental methods of diagnostics; the means of prevention, treatment and recreation of athletes with this disease nosology.

Conclusion. To the main factors of development the cardiovascular diseases of citizens who practice sports are the next factors: the variable factors (the high level of holesterol in human arterial blood; the high blood pressure – hypertension; the overweight and smoking; the low level of holesterol by plasma lipoprotein of high density; the hypodynamia; the pancreatic diabetes; the colossal nervous tension; the hypothyroidism); the constant factors (the heredity; the aging; the male ); the other factors (the low size of plasma lipoprotein by low density; the raised by level of blood homosysteine; the blood coagulation disorder; the stress).

For the diagnostic by course of the cardiovascular disease of athletes to use the other methods: the laboratory methods (the determination of level by holesterol, trigliceroles and the main lipoproteins in human arterial blood – chylomicrons; the lipoprotein by very low, by variation, by low and by high density); the in strumental methods (the electrocardiography, the echocardiography, the stress-testing, the angiography) testings.

There is possibility to use the effective methods of prevention, treatment and recreation by citizens with the cardiovascular diseases who practice sports: the ergotherapy methods (the healthing physical culture, the weights exercises, the total developed exercises, to walking, the exercises with long activity); the therapy which to lower the level of holesterol by human of arterial blood (the diet therapy: total fat; saturated, monounsaturated, polyunsaturated fatty acids; high carbohydrate diets; proteins; modification of the way of human life).

Key- words: atherosclerosis, cardiovascular diseases, playing sports.

АНОТАЦІЯ

В роботі систематизовані сучасні знання про атеросклероз артеріальних судин як одну із причин розвитку серцево-судинних захворювань у громадян, що займаються спортом. Описані: фактори ризику розвитку; лабораторні і інструментальні методи діагностики; засоби профілактики, лікування і рекреації спортсменів з цими нозологіями.

Ключові слова: атеросклероз, серцево-судинні захворювання, заняття спортом.

Formulation of the problem. Analysis of recent research and publications.

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a general term that covers many different heart diseases and circulatory system. In the United States, coronary heart disease (CHD), or coronary heart disease (CHD), is the most common form of CVD. It causes more than 50% of all deaths from CVD. Other major CPR include hypertension and cerebrovascular disease [4].
Atherosclerosis (Greek αθήρα - kaska and σκληρωσις - hardening) is a chronic disease characterized by the formation of atheromatous plaques due to a violation of lipid metabolism. As a result of a decrease in the lumen of the blood vessel, the blood flow decreases and blood pressure increases, blood circulation in organs is disturbed.

SRS is the main cause of mortality in the world. Every year, more than 17 million people worldwide die from CVD - more than cancer, respiratory diseases and diabetes combined. The lion’s share of such deaths falls on middle- and low-income countries.

Today, heart disease is in the first place among the causes of death in Ukraine. This high figure - 68% - is not in any developed country of the world, and in Europe and America, these figures are on an order of magnitude lower. Infarctions and strokes began to "get" Ukrainians in the 35-40 years [4].

The following clinical forms of atherosclerosis are common: aorta, arteries of the brain, renal arteries, intestinal arteries, arteries of the lower extremities [2].

With the CVS in the blood of citizens there is a redistribution of various forms of lipids. Lipoproteins are macromolecular complexes that consist of various lipids and proteins. The main lipids are triacylglycerol (TAG), sometimes called triglycerol, cholesterol (Xl), and phospholipids; Proteins in these lipids are called apolipoproteins.

**Risk factors for CVD.** Age. Smoking Hypertension. Low HDL HD level.

The feedback between the HDL levels and the risk of CKD is established. Chl HDL can potentially reduce the atherogenicity of HL LDL. In addition, low levels of HDL HD can also be associated with elevated levels of LDPD, LDL, and insulin secretion, thereby increasing the risk of disease. NCEP has been identified three levels of HDL HD: normal 35-60 mg / dl (mg%) - desirable; high> 60 mg / dl - protective factor; low <35 mg / dl is a major risk factor [7]. Stopping smoking, controlling body weight and regular exercises raise the level of HDL HD. Post hormone replacement therapy in postmenopausal women tends to raise HDL cholesterol levels in plasma, and may have a beneficial effect on women with low HDL levels [1].

Diabetes. Overweight. Physical passivity [4]. For the diagnosis of overweight we use the body mass index (BMI). The body mass index is calculated by the formula: BMI = m / h ^ 2, where m is the body weight in kg, h is the height in m, and is measured in kg / m ^ 2.

Using clinical advice, BMI ≥ 25 kg / m ^ 2 is already at the risk of developing atherosclerosis. It has been shown that endurance training can prevent the development of atherosclerosis and reduce weight. Exercises raise the level of HL HDL, which removes excess liver, increases the activity of lipoprotein lipase, which promotes the removal of Chl and fatty acids from the circulation and lowers the level of TAG plasma. Exercise increases coronary blood flow and improves the effectiveness of the exchange [O] _2. Endurance training reduces thrombosis, aggravating the breakdown of blood clots and reducing the adhesion and accumulation of blood platelets [4].

**The aim of the study.** To systematize the modern knowledge about atherosclerosis of arterial vessels as one of the reasons for the development of cardiovascular diseases among sportmen.

Objectives of the study. 1. To give a description of the risk factors for the development of cardiovascular diseases. 2. To analyze modern laboratory and instrumental methods of diagnosing the occurrence of cardiovascular diseases. 3. To propose effective methods of prevention, treatment and recreation of citizens with cardiovascular diseases involved in sports.

**Research methods.** The method of theoretical analysis, which is based on generalization, synthesis, extrapolation and analysis of the results available on the issues of the problem in modern scientific and scientific-methodical literature, the Internet and normative documents; system approach

**Results of the research and their discussion.** Laboratory diagnostics.

Clinico-laboratory factors are of particular interest to the physician and the patient, since influencing them can significantly reduce the risk of these diseases. These clinical and laboratory factors include.

Cholesterol is common. This is a fraction of all blood lipoproteins, including low, high, intermediate and very low density lipoproteins, as well as Chl, which is part of the lipoprotein (a). This is an integral indicator of Chl blood exchange. A high level of total Hl (more than 240 mg / dL) is one of the most significant risk factors for atherosclerosis. The desired concentration of total Hl should not exceed 200 mg / dL [5].

**Conclusions.** 1. The main risk factors for the development of cardiovascular diseases of the sports involved are: variables (high blood cholesterol, high blood pressure - hypertension, overweight and smoking, low cholesterol high density lipoprotein, hypodynamia, diabetes mellitus, overstrain of the nervous system; hypothyroidism); constant factors (heredity, aging, male sex); other factors (small particles of low density lipoprotein, increased homocysteine in blood, impaired blood coagulation, stress)

2. For the diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases, athletes use: laboratory methods (determination of the content of cholesterol, triacylglycerols and major lipoproteins of serum - chylomicrons, very low, variable, low, high density lipoproteins); instrumental methods (electrocardiography, echocardiography, stress testing, angiography) testing.

3. Proposed effective methods of prophylaxis, treatment and recreation of citizens with cardiovascular diseases involved in sports: ergotheraphy (recreational physical activity, exercises on overcoming resistance, walking, general development...
exercises, exercises with prolonged activity); low-cholesterol therapy (diet therapy: total fat, saturated, monounsaturated, polyunsaturated fatty acids, high-carbohydrate diet, modification of lifestyle).
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ABSTRACT

Regulatory and legal provision of sport is one of the main elements that stimulates the development of sport, creates the basis for the regulation of relations and defines the rights, responsibilities of the subjects of the sphere, etc. The purpose of the work is to analyze normative and legal documents regulating the development of the non-Olympic sport in Ukraine.

It is revealed that the majority of documents influencing the development of the non-Olympic sport are general and develop the sphere of physical culture and sports in general. For the development of the non-Olympic sport the Regulations "On the rating of non-Olympic sports in Ukraine", "Plan of measures for the development of non-Olympic sports for 2018-2022" and the decrees of the President of Ukraine on the awarding of state awards by members of the national team of Ukraine on the World Games of non-Olympic kind of sports were adopted.

It is noted that most acts are subordinate. Most of the orders were issued by the Ministry of Sport. Also, non-Olympic sport is influenced by other branches of law - administrative, economic, environmental and others.

Keywords: non-Olympic sport, normative-legal act.

Formulation of the problem. Analysis of recent research and publications. Regulatory and legal provision of sport is one of the main elements that stimulates the development of sport, creates the basis for the regulation of relations and defines the rights, responsibilities of the subjects of the sphere, etc. There is no exception to the non-Olympic sport.

The analysis of scientific and methodological literature made it possible to reveal that a number of scientists were investigating the problems and prospects of the development of the non-Olympic sport in Ukraine. Thus, Bayramov R. Kh. [1] studied the organizational principles of the functioning of this area of sport in Ukraine. Imas Ye.V., Borisova O.V., Kogut I.O. [6] define the legal framework for the operation of non-Olympic sport at the international level. Dolbysheva N.G. [2] considered the hierarchy of management of the non-Olympic sport in Ukraine. Imas E.V., Matveev SF, Borisova OV, Kogut IO, Marinych VL, Goncharenko Y.V., Kropivnitskaya T.A. [7] reveals some issues of the legal regulation of the non-Olympic sport in Ukraine, but not all legal acts that shape its legal basis today are discussed and their influence on the development of the non-Olympic sport is not disclosed. Therefore, there is a need for a more in-depth study of the legal regulation of the non-Olympic sport, which significantly influences its development.

The research was carried out within the framework of the scientific theme of the thematic plan of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine for 2019-2020. "Contemporary Neolympic Sports: European and National Context" (state registration number 0119U100412).

The purpose of the work is to analyze normative and legal documents regulating the development of the non-Olympic sport in Ukraine.

Research results and their discussion. The analysis of the legal and regulatory framework for the operation of the non-Olympic sport has shown that all documents can be distributed: 1) in legal force - on legislative (laws) and by-laws (orders, regulations, etc.); 2) conditionally in the sphere of influence - in general (covering the whole sphere) and special (related only or predominantly to non-Olympic sport).
Formulation of the problem. Analysis of recent research and publications.

Regulatory and legal provision of sport is one of the main elements that stimulates the development of sport, creates the basis for the regulation of relations and defines the rights, responsibilities of the subjects of the sphere, etc. There is no exception to the non-Olympic sport.

The analysis of scientific and methodological literature made it possible to reveal that a number of scientists were investigating the problems and prospects of the development of the non-Olympic sport in Ukraine. Thus, Bayramov R. Kh. [1] studied the organizational principles of the functioning of this area of sport in Ukraine.

Imas Ye.V., Borisova O.V., Kogut I.O. [6] define the legal framework for the operation of non-Olympic sport at the international level. Dolbysheva N.G. [2] considered the hierarchy of management of the non-Olympic sport in Ukraine. Imas E.V., Matveev SF, Borisova OV, Kogut IO, Marinych VL, Goncharenko Y.V., Kropivnitskaya T.A. [7] reveals some issues of the legal regulation of the non-Olympic sport in Ukraine, but not all legal acts that shape its legal basis today are discussed and their influence on the development of the non-Olympic sport is not disclosed. Therefore, there is a need for a more in-depth study of the legal regulation of the non-Olympic sport, which significantly influences its development.

The research was carried out within the framework of the scientific theme of the thematic plan of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine for 2019-2020. "Contemporary Neolympic Sports: European and National Context" (state registration number 0119U100412).

The purpose of the work is to analyze normative and legal documents regulating the development of the non-Olympic sport in Ukraine.

Research results and their discussion. The analysis of the legal and regulatory framework for the operation of the non-Olympic sport has shown that all documents can be distributed: 1) in legal force - on legislative (laws) and by-laws (orders, regulations, etc.); 2) conditionally in the sphere of influence - in general (covering the whole sphere) and special (related only or predominantly to non-Olympic sport).

The procedure for recognition of sports, including them in the Register of recognized sports in Ukraine, and the procedure for keeping it in clause I, paragraph 5, indicates the benefits of the recognized sport in Ukraine. Paragraph IV of this order includes such important aspects as: grounds for the recognition of sport (sub-paragraph 6) and the abolition of recognition of sport in Ukraine (sub-paragraph 9). Also in this normative legal act, in point V, subpoint 2, the documents in which the register is drawn up are Olympic, non-Olympic and national sports [11].

In the Regulations on the Children's and Youth Sport School, approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine on November 5, 2008, No. 993, in paragraph 2 of the general part the structure and normative documents, which guides the sports school, are presented. Since the youth sports school can open a non-Olympic sport, this document should also be considered [8].

In addition, each non-Olympic sport organization has its own charter, which outlines its goals and objectives, governance structure, funding, etc. In addition, regional and local authorities adopt various regulations and distribute them to the respective territories. There are a number of statutory acts that have lapsed, but they could once play a role in the development of the non-Olympic sport (for example, the Concept of the National State Chess Program "The Intelligence of the Nation"), for 2013-2020 years). There are draft documents that are debated or approved (Neolympic Games Development Strategy).

Conclusions. An analysis of the regulatory framework for non-Olympic sports has shown that most of the documents affecting the development of the non-Olympic sport are common, that is, they develop the field of physical culture and sports in general. The Regulations on the rating of non-Olympic sports in Ukraine, the Plan of measures for the development of non-Olympic sports for 2018-2022 and the decrees of the President of Ukraine on the awarding of state awards by members of the national team of Ukraine to the World Games in the field of non-Olympic sports were adopted directly for the development of the non-Olympic sport.

It should also be noted that most acts are subordinates. The largest number is the orders of the Ministry of Municipal Sports. Within the same article it is impossible to present them and give a description. In addition to the sports regulatory framework, non-Olympic sport is influenced by other branches of law (administrative, economic, environmental, etc.).
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Assessor jur., Senior Lecturer (EU and International Law, Institutions and Economy), Chief Editor of “European Union Foreign Affairs Journal”, LIBERTAS - European Institute, Rangendingen

Alexander Dilger
University of Münster. Professor of Business Economics. PhD in Economy.
### Greece

**Margarita Kefalaki**  
Communication Institute of Greece. PhD in Cultural Communication. President of Institute.

### Hungary

**Nicasia Picciano**  
Central European University. Department of International Relations and European Studies.

### India

**Federica Farneti**  
University of Bologna. Department of Sociology and Business Law. Associate Professor. PhD in Economic & Management.  
**Prasanta Kumar Mitra**  
Sikkim Manipal Institute of Medical Sciences. Department of Medical Biotechnology. PhD in Biochemistry.  
**Samant Shant Priya**  
Lal Bahadur Shastri Institute of Management, New Delhi. Associate Professor in Philosophy. PhD in Marketing.  
**Sonal Purohit**  
Jain University, Center for Management Studies. Assistant Professor, PhD in Business Administration, Life Insurance, Privatization.  
**Varadaraj Aravamudhan**  
Measi Institute of Management. Associate Professor. PhD in Management.

### Iraq

**Rana Khudhair Abbas Ahmed**  
Irag, Baghdad. Al-Rafidain University College. Lecturer, Global Executive Administrator, Academic coordinator. PhD in Scholar (CS).

### Iran

**Azadeh Asgari**  
Asian Economic and Social Society (AESS). Teaching English as a Second Language. PhD

### Italy

**Simona Epasto**  
University of Macerata. Department of Political Science, Communication and International Relations. Tenured Assistant Professor in Economic and Political Geography. PhD in Economic and Political Geography  
**Donatella M. Viola**  
London School of Economics and Political Science, London. Assistant Professor in Politics and International Relations at the University of Calabria, Italy. PhD in International Relations.

### Jordan

**Ahmad Aljaber**  
President at Gulf University. German Jordan University. Founder / Chairman of the Board. Ph.D in Computer Science  
**Ahmad Zamil**  
Middle East University (MEU). Business Administration Dept. Associate Professor. PhD Marketing  
**Ikhlas Ibrahim Alfarawneh**  
**Asmahan Majed Altaher**  
Arab Academy for Banking and Financial Sciences. Associate Professor. PhD in Management Information System.  
**Sadeq AlHamouz**  
Middle East University (MEU). Head Computer Information Systems. PHD. Computer Science.  
**Safwan Al Salaimeh**  
Aqaba University. Software Engineering Department. Information Technology Faculty. Professor. PhD.

### Kazakhstan

**Alessandra Clementi**  
Nazarbayev University School of Medicine. MD, GP. Assistant Professor of Medical Practice and Family Medicine  
**Altinay Pozilova**  
Sirdarya University. Associated professor. PhD in Pedagogy Science.  
**Anar Mirazagalieva**  
Vice-Rector for Teaching and Studies – East Kazakhstan State University named S.Amanzholov  
**Anna Troeglazova**  
East Kazakhstan State University named Sarsen Amanjolov. PhD
Gulmira Zhurabekova  
Marat Ospanov West-Kazakhstan State Medical Academy. Department of Human Anatomy. Associate Professor  
Guzel Ishkinina  
Ust-Kamenogorsk, Russian Economy University G. Plekhanov, Associate Professor, PhD in Economic science.  
Marina Bobireva  
West Kazakhstan State Medical University named Marat Ospanov. PhD  
Niyazbek Kalimov  
Kostanay Agricultural Institution. PhD  
Nuriya Kharissova  
State University of Karaganda. Associate Professor of Biological Science  
Nikolay Kurguzov  
State University of Pavlodar named S. Toraygirova. PhD. Professor.  
Oleg Komarov  
Pavlodar State Pedagogical Institute. Professor of Department of Economics, Law and Philosophy. PhD in Sociology,  
Zhanargul Smailova  
Head of the Department of Biochemistry and Chemical Disciplines named after MD, professor S.O. Tapbergenova NAC Medical University of city Semey.  

Libya  
Salaheddin Sharif  
University of Benghazi, International Conference on Sports Medicine and Fitness, Libyan Football Federation- Benghazi PhD in Medicine (MD)  

Latvia  
Tatiana Tambovceva  
Latvian Council of Science. Riga Technical University. Assoiate Professor at Riga Technical University  

Lithuania  
Agne Simelyte  
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, Associate professor. Phd in Social Sciences (Management)  
Ieva Meidute – Kavaliauskienė  
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University. Vice-dean for Scientific Research  
Vilma (Kovertaite) Musankvie  
e-Learning Technology Centre. Kaunas University of Technology. PHD  
Laura Uturyte  
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (VGTU). Head of Project Manager at PI Gintarine Akademy. PhD in Economy.  
Loreta (Gedminaitė) Ulvydiene  
Professor of Intercultural Communication and Studies of Translation. Vilnius University. PHD  

Malaysia  
Anwarul Islam  
The Millennium University. Department of Business Administration. Associate Professor.  
Kamal Uddin  
Millennium University, Department of Business Administration. Associate Professor. PhD in Business Administration.  

Morocco  
Mohammed Amine Balambo  

Nigeria  
Bhola Khan  
Yobe State University, Damaturu. Senior Lecturer and Head, Dept. of Economics. PhD in Economics.  

Norway  
Svitlana Holovchuk  
PhD in general pedagogics and history of pedagogics.
Pakistan

Nawaz Ahmad
The Aga Khan University. Chief Examiner. PhD in Management.

Poland

Grzegorz Michalski
Wroclaw University of Economics. Faculty of Engineering and Economics. PhD in economics. Assistant professor.
Kazimierz Waluch
Pawel Wlodkowic University College in Plock. Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Management. PhD in Economy.
Robert Pawel Suslo
Wroclaw Medical University, Public Health Department, Health Sciences Faculty. Adjunct Professor of Gerontology Unit. PhD MD.
Tadeusz Trockowski
European Institute for Eastern Studies. PhD in Management Sciences.

Qatar

Mohammed Elgammal
Qatar University. Assistant Professor in Finance. PhD in Finance

Romania

Camelia Florela Voinea
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Political Science, Department of Political Science, International Relations and Security Studies. PhD in Political Sciences.
Odette (Buzea) Arhip
Ecological University Bucuresti. Professor at Ecological University. PhD.

Russia

Alexander A. Sazanov
Leningrad State University named A.S. Pushkin. Doctor of Biological Sciences. Professor
Alexander N. Shendalev
State Educational Institution of Higher Education. Omsk State Transport University. Associate Professor
Andrey Latkov
Stolypin Volga Region Institute of Administration, Ranepa. Sc.D. (Economics), Ph.D. (Politics), professor,
Andrei Popov
Director “ProfConsult Group”. Nizhniy Novgorod Region. PhD
Anton Mosalyov
Russian State University of Tourism and Service. Associate Professor
Carol Scott Leonard
Presidential Academy of the National Economy and Public Administration. Vice Rector. PhD, Russian History
Catrin Kolesnikova
Samara Architectural and Constructional University. PhD
Ekaterina Kozina
Siberia State Transportation University. PhD
Elena Klementeva
South Federal University of Russia. Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences. Professor
Galina Kolesnikova
Russian Academy of Natural Sciences and International Academy of Natural History. Taganrog Institute of Management and Economics. Philologist, Psychologist, PhD
Galina Gudimenko
Grigory G. Levkin
Siberian State Automobile and Highway Academy. Omsk State Transport University. PHD of Veterinary Sciences
Gyuzel Ishkinina
Ust-Kamenogorsk affiliation of G. Plekhanov Russian Economy University / Associate Professor, Business, Informatics, Jurisprudence and General Studies sub-department. PhD in Economic science.
Irina V. Larina
Federal State Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education. Associate Professor
Irina Nekipelova
M.T. Kalashnikov Izhevsk State Technical University. Department of Philosophy. PhD
Larisa Zinovieva
North-Caucasus Federal University. PHD. Pedagogical Science. Associate Professor
Liudmila Denisova
Department Director at Russian State Geological Prospecting University. Associate Professor
Lyalya Jusupowa  
Bashkir State Pedagogical University named M.Akmully. PhD Pedagogy Science. Associate Professor

Marina Sirik  
Kuban State University. Head of the Department of Criminal Law, Process and Criminalistics of the State Pedagogical University. PhD in Legal Sciences.

Marina Volkova  
Research Institute of Pedagogy and Psychology. Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences. Professor

Natalia Litneva  
Orlov State Institute of Economy and Trade. Volga Branch of The Federal State Budget Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education

Nikolay N. Efremov  
Institute of Humanitarian Research and the Russian Academy of Sciences. Doctor of Philology. Research Associate

Nikolay N. Sentyabrov  

Olga Ovyanik  
Plehanov Russian Economic University, Moscow State Regional University. Doctor in Social Psychology.

Olga Pavlova  
Medical University named Rehabilitation, Doctors and Health. Professor of the Department of Morphology and Pathology. Doctor of biological sciences, physiology

Sergei N. Fedorchenko  
Moscow State Regional University of Political Science and Rights. PhD

Sergei A. Ostromov  
Moscow State University. Doctor of Biological Science. Professor

Svetlana Guzenina  
Tambov State University named G.R. Derzhavin. PhD in Sociology

Tatiana Kurbatskaya  
Kamsk State Engineering – Economical Academy. PhD

Victor F. Stukach  
Omsk State Agrarian University. Doctor of Economic Sciences. Professor

Yuriy S. Gaiduchenko  
Omsk State Agrarian University. Associate Professor. PhD in Veterinary Science. Russia.

Zhanna Glotova  
Baltic Federal University named Immanuel Kant, Ph.D., Associate Professor.

Saudi Arabia

Ikhlas (Ibrahim) Altarawneh  
Ibn Rushd College for Management Sciences. PHD Human Resource Development and Management. Associate Professor in Business Administration

Salim A alghamdi  
Taif University. Head of Accounting and Finance Dept. PhD Accounting

Serbia

Aleksandra Buha  
University of Belgrade. Department of toxicology “Akademik Danilo Soldatović”, Faculty of Pharmacy

Jane Paunkovic  
Faculty for Management, Megatrend University. Full Professor. PhD, Medicine

Jelena Purenovic  
University of Kragujevac. Faculty of Technical Sciences Cacak. Assistant Professor. PhD in NM systems.

Sultanate of Oman

Nithya Ramachandran  
Ibra College of Technology. Accounting and Finance Faculty, Department of Business Studies. PhD

Rustom Mamlook  
Dhofar University, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering College of Engineering. PhD in Engineering / Computer Engineering. Professor.

Sweden

Goran Basic  
Lund University. Department of Sociology. PhD in Sociology. Postdoctoral Researcher in Sociology.

Turkey

Mehmet Inan  
Turkish Physical Education Teachers Association. Vice president. PhD in Health Sciences, Physical Education and Sport Sciences
Muzaffer Sancı

Vugar Djalarov
Medical school at the University of Ondokuzmayıs Turkey. PhD. Turkey.

Yigit Kazancioglu
Izmir University of Economics. Associate Professor, PhD in Business Administration.

UK

Alan Sheldrake
Imperial College. London University. Electrical Power Engineering Consultant. PhD

Christopher Vasilopulos
Professor of Political Science at Eastern Connecticut State University. PhD in Political Science and Government.

Frances Tsakonas
International Institute for Education Advancement. CEO & Founder. PhD in Philosophy.

Georgios Piperopoulos
Northumbria University. Visiting Professor, Faculty of Business and Law Newcastle Business School. PhD Sociology and Psychology.

Mahmoud Khalifa
Lecturer at Suez Canal University. Visiting Fellow, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Lincoln UK. PhD in Social and Political Sciences

Mohammed Elgamal
Qatar University. Assistant Professor. PhD in Finance.

Stephan Thomas Roberts

Ukraine

Alina Revlie-Uvarova
National Scientific Center. Institute of Soil Structure and Agrochemistry named Sokolovski. Senior Researcher of the Laboratory, performing part-time duties of the head of this laboratory.

Alla Oleksyuk-Nexhames
Lviv University of Medicine. Neurologist at pedagog, pryvaty refleksoterapy. MD PD.

Anna Kozlovska
Ukrainian Academy of Banking of the National Bank of Ukraine. Associate Professor. PhD in Economic.

Bogdan Storokha
Poltava State Pedagogical University. PhD

Dmytro Horilky
Head of the Council, at Pharmaceutical Education & Research Center. PhD in Medicine.

Galina Kuzmenko
Central Ukrainian National Technical University, Department of Audit and Taxation, Associate Professor. PhD in Economy.

Galina Lopushniak
Kyiv National Economic University named after Vadym Hetman. PhD. Doctor of Economic Sciences, Professor.

Hanna Huliaieva
Institute of Microbiology and Virology, NASU, department of phytopathogenic bacteria. The senior research fellow, PhD in Biology.

Iryna Skrypchenko
Prydniprovsk State Academy of Physical Culture and Sports. Department of Water Sports. Associate Professor. PhD.

Katerina Yagelskaya
Donetsk National Technical University. PhD

Larysa Kapranova
State Higher Educational Institution «Pria佐vskyi State Technical University» Head of the Department of Economic Theory and Entrepreneurship, Associate Professor, PhD in Economy.

Lesia Baranovskaya
National Technical University of Ukraine "Kyiv Polytechnic Institute", PhD, Associate Professor.

Liliya Roman
Department of Social Sciences and Ukrainian Studies of the Bukovinian State Medical University. Associate professor, PhD in Philology.

Lyudmyla Svitun
Poltava national technical Yuri Kondratyuk University. Department of Finance and Banking. Associated Professor.

Mykhail M. Bogdan
Institute of Microbiology and Virology, NASU, department of Plant of viruses. PhD in Agricultural Sciences.

Nataliya Bezrukovska
Yuri Kondratyuk National Technical University. Associate Professor, PhD in Economic.

Oleksandr Voznyak
Hospital “Feofaniya”. Kyiv. Head of Neureosurgical Centre. Associated Professor

Olena Cherniavska
Poltava University of Economics and Trade, Doctor of Economical Sciences. Professor
Olga F. Gold
Ukrainian National University named I.I. Mechnikov. PhD
Roman Lysyuk
Assistant Professor at Pharmacognosy and Botany Department at Danylo Haltsky Lviv National Medical University.
Stanislav Goloborodko
Doctor of Agricultural Sciences, Senior Researcher. Institute of Agricultural Technologies of Irrigated Agriculture of the National Academy of Agrarian Sciences of Ukraine
Svetlana Dubova
Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture. Department of Urban Construction. Associate Professor. PhD in TS.
Victoriya Lykova
Zaporizhzhya National University, PhD of History
Victor P. Mironenko
Doctor of Architecture, professor of department "Design of architectural environment", Dean of the Faculty of Architecture of Kharkov National University of Construction and Architecture (KNUCA), member of the Ukrainian Academy of Architecture
Yulia Mytrokhina
Donetsk National University of Economics and Trade named after Mykhaylo Tugan-Baranovsky,. PhD in Marketing and Management. Associate Professor
Yulija M. Popova
Poltava National Technical University named Yuri Kondratyuk. PhD in Economic. Assiciated professor

Crimea

Lienara Adzhieva
V.I. Vernadsky Crimean Federal University, Yevpatoriya Institute of Social Sciences (branch). PhD of History. Associate Professor
Oksana Usatenko
V.I. Vernadsky Crimean Federal University. Academy of Humanities and Education (branch). PhD of Psychology. Associate Professor.
Oleg Shevchenko
V.I. Vernadsky Crimean Federal University, Humanities and Education Science Academy (branch). Associate Professor. PhD in Social Philosophy
Tatiana Scriabinia
V.I. Vernadsky Crimean Federal University, Yevpatoriya Institute of Social Sciences (filial branch). PhD of Pedagogy. Associate Professor

United Arab Emirates

Ashok Dubey
Emirates Institute for Banking & Financial Studies, Senior faculty. Chairperson of Academic Research Committee of EIBFS. PhD in Economics
Maryam Johari Shirazi
Faculty of Management and HRM. PhD in HRM. OIMC group CEO.

USA

Ahmet S. Yayla
Adjunct Professor, George Mason University, the Department of Criminology, Law and Society & Deputy Director, International Center for the Study of Violent Extremism (ICSVE), PhD in Criminal Justice and Information Science
Carol Scott Leonard
Presidential Academy of the National Economy and Pubic Administration. National Research University – Higher School of Economics. Russian Federation
Christine Sixta Rinehart
Academic Affairs at University of South Carolina Palmetto College. Assistant Professor of Political Science. Ph.D. Political Science
Cynthia Buckley
Professor of Sociology at University of Illinois. Urbana-Champaign. Sociological Research
Medani P. Bhandari
Akamai University. Associate professor. Ph.D. in Sociology.
Mikhail Z. Vaynshteyn
Lecturing in informal associations and the publication of scientific articles on the Internet. Participation in research seminars in the “SLU University” and “Washington University”, Saint Louis
Nicolai Panikov
Lecturer at Tufts University. Harvard School of Public Health. PhD/DSci, Microbiology
Rose Berkun
State University of New York at Buffalo. Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology, PhD. MD
Tahir Kibriya
Yahya Kamalipour
Dept. of Journalism and Mass Communication North Carolina A&T State University Greensboro, North Ca. Professor and Chair Department of Journalism and Mass Communication North Carolina A&T State University. PhD
Wael Al-Husami
Lahey Hospital & Medical Center, Nardone Medical Associate, Alkhaldi Hospital, Medical Doctor, International Health, MD, FACC, FACP

Uruguay

Gerardo Prieto Blanco
Universidad de la República. Economist, Associate Professor. Montevideo.

Uzbekistan

Guzel Kutlieva
Institute of Microbiology. Senior Researcher. PhD in BS.
Khurshida Narbaeva
Institute of Microbiology, Academy of Sciences Republic of Uzbekistan, Doctor of biological sciences.
Shaklo Miralimova
Academy of Science. Institute of Microbiology. PhD in BS.
Shukhrat Yovkochev
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